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Decentralized Obstacles to Overcome

Why address the myths?

1. Raise the level of the Decentralized Industry
2. Offer more professional advice
3. Become an Industry Leader



A distribution pipe provides equal distribution?

True or False?...

Myth #1:



A distribution pipe provides equal distribution?

True or False?...

False

Several Studies have concluded that a 
perforated distribution pipe does not 
provide “equal distribution” within gravity 
fed onsite systems

Myth #1:



Distribution of Water along a 4-inch Perforated Pipe  
(Converse 1974)

Distribution Research



Distribution Research

Machmeier and Anderson (1988): “Flow Distribution  
by Gravity Flow in Perforated Pipe”:
•“The term ‘distribution pipe’ as used for the pipe now  
commonly installed in drainfield trenches or seepage beds is  
definitely a misnomer with reference to liquid distribution.”

•“With one row of perforations at the 6 o’clock position,  
effluent will be discharged into the drainfield rock near the  
head of trench or bed.”

•“With perforations at the 4 and 8 o’clock positions, and the  
pipe absolutely level…effluent will concentrate at some  
random location where the perforations are at the lowest
elevation.”



Distribution Research

•“If a pipe has a uniform slope it will concentrate at  
the far end.”

•“…it is not likely that a perforated pipe will be  
installed as carefully in the field as for these tests,  
resulting in a random location for the concentration  
of effluent.”

•“If pipe is necessary in a drainfield trench, it must  
be serving some function other than distributing  
effluent.”



A distribution box or header manifold provides  
equal distribution?

True or False?...

Myth #2:



A distribution box or header manifold provides  
equal distribution?

True or False?...

False

Are D-boxes or Manifolds ever installed level?
Do they ever settle?
Gravity flow is just a trickle in a 4” pipe

Myth #2:



Header Manifold Distribution Research

Distribution Research



Distribution Research



Biomat is bad?

True or False?...

Myth #3:



Biomat is bad?

True or False?...

False

All systems will eventually develop a biomat, the  
biomat will provide equal distribution and better  
treatment

Treated-effluent Systems?

Myth #3:



Biomat Development Research

Progressive Clogging of the Infiltrative Surfaces  
of Subsurface Absorption Systems (Bouma et  
al. 1972)



Biomat: Good or Bad



Venting a distribution trench provides better 
treatment and/or performance?

True or False?...

Myth #4:



Myth #4:

Venting a distribution trench provides better  
treatment and/or performance?

True or False?...

Well… what does the  audience think? 

Show us the data.



Venting: some items to think about
• Is the wastewater delivered to the trench anaerobic?

• Is the diffusion of oxygen from gas phase to liquid phase  
very efficient?



Venting: some items to think about

Ever seen a Lagoon?...
- Lagoon is completely open (vented)
- Much larger surface area
- And yet completely Anaerobic Effluent…



Design Flow = Actual Flow?

I have a 3-bedroom home that has a water 
meter, it is reading that it is using 450 gpd, is 
that okay?

True or False?...  

Myth #5:



Design Flow = Actual Flow?

I have a 3-bedroom home that has a water 
meter, it is reading that it is using 450 gpd, is 
that okay?

True or False?...  

False, Why? 
Design Flow always incorporates a factor of
safety

Myth #5:



The Bell Curve – Statistics
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Roots are bad for the drainfield?

True or False?...

Myth #6:



Roots are bad for the drainfield?

True or False?...

Partially True?… well let me explain!

“…we are taking water (effluent) that is laden with  
nutrients and we are disposing it within the root  
zone… if you do not think that the roots will find it  
then you may want to call the tooth fairy…”

Myth #6:



The Root Zone



Roots in the Drainfield – Good or Bad?



Roots, Roots, Roots



All septic systems fail?

True or False?...

Myth #7:



All septic systems fail?

True or False?...

False

What about a design life?
What are we comparing systems to?

Myth #7:



Centralized System Failure Rates:



Stone within the drainfield provides treatment?

True or False?...

Myth #8:



Stone within the drainfield provides treatment?

True or False?...

False

Why is there a separation distance to bedrock?

Myth #8:



Wastewater is recirculated  
Air is circulated
Active Biomass is well mixed
None of these conditions are
present in a drainfield.
Why is there a separation distance to  
groundwater?

Is it a Trickling Filter?



The best system is…? (can we make such a  
statement?)

True or False?...  

Myth #9:



The best system is…? (can we make such a  
statement?)

True or False?...  
False

There is no one best single system, each site is  
different, codes are different, installation  
difficulty, required O&M… etc.

Engineering standard – lowest cost system to  
meet the stated goal

Myth #9:



Sanitary sewers pollute less than decentralized
systems?

True or False?... 

Myth #10:



Sanitary sewers pollute less than decentralized
systems?

True or False?... 

False

Myth #10:



What is a CSO?



This CSO points directly at Lake Erie at the  
beach at a State Park. It is among hundreds  
locally that release untreated waste after heavy  
rains

This CSO in Cleveland discharged so much  
untreated waste after heavy rains it took on the  
appearance of a brown water fall.

What do CSO’s look like?



When was the Clean Water Act Passed?



How many inches of rain  
cause sewers to overflow?

1. Over 3”
2. 1.5”
3. 1.0”
4. ¼”

EPA Consent Decree  
Resulted in collection tunnels,  
when completed there will still  
be an estimated 600 million  
gallons of CSO’s

To fund this rates will go from
$15/month to $100/month

Some Questions for you:



From U.S. News:

• “…municipal sewers, with little public recognition, are  
overflowing or breaking down with disturbing regularity,  
releasing mega amounts of pollutants.”

• San Diego had a raw sewage spill of 34 million gallons
and small-town Fort Pierce, Fla., was hit with 8 million
gallons.

• A downpour prompted the Milwaukee sewer authority to
discharge more than a billion gallons of raw sewage into
area waterways and Lake Michigan.

• All told, the EPA projects that combined sewer overflows  
(or CSOs) discharge 1.2 trillion gallons of sewage a year.



Let’s do the math:

EPA Estimated “reported” overflows: 1.2 TRILLION
gallons per year

How many onsite systems does this equate to?
- 2010 Census: 2.6 people per home
- 60 gpd/person = 156 gpd/home
- 1.2 Trillion gal/yr = 3.9 Billion gal/d
- 3.9 BGD/(156 gpd/home) = 25M homes

So… this equates to over 25 million homes failing
continuously every day!
Which is better for the environment?…

Comparison of Failures…



Sustainability?... InSanitation



In Conclusion:

• There is no longer “one solution” in
wastewater treatment, Decentralized
Systems can be effective solution

• Get involved locally – You can make a
difference

• Put an end to the Myths



Thank You… Questions ?

Dennis F. Hallahan, P.E.
dhallahan@infiltratorwater.com

mailto:dhallahan@infiltratorwater.com
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